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CamPulse EF Filter Systems – Self Cleaning
for really tough environments
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CamPulse Systems offer
■
■
■
■
■

High efficiency, optimum protection
Stable, low operating pressure drop
Continuous, maintenance-free operation
High reliability and availability
Simple installation and operation
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CamPulse Filter System for GE Frame 6 unit in Spain.
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Air entrance (optional)

Clean
air outlet

Air
entrance

Filter module open for inspection.

CamPulse Filter Systems are
designed for use in high dust
load environments. We offer
three other filter systems which
are designed for specific
environments:
■ Barrier Filter Systems
■ Offshore Filter Systems
■ Marine Filter Systems

Dust removal

Principle of operation
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Filtration characteristics
The heart of the filter system is the highly efficient CamPulse element. The single
stage cylindrical barrier type filter is specially engineered for selfcleaning
applications. It employs a unique surface acting cellulose and/or synthetic
fibre base media that effectively removes contaminants. In fact, its remarkable
filtering capability measures up to a 99,95% efficiency rating during an average
service life.

Consistent operating pressure levels
The CamPulse system consistently maintains average operating pressure levels
without sacrificing filtration efficiency. This is accomplished by the unique media
used, and the regular automatic self-cleaning of the filter elements. Accumulated
dust is regularly removed from the surface of the elements, keeping pressure
drop variations at a minimum.
Actual pressure drop variations over time are impossible to predict. However,
a typical design range of 500 to 1000 Pa provides optimum efficiency and the
most economical application.

Cross section of CamPulse filtermodule with optional chiller coil arrangement.
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